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This new bibliography is designed to complement its American counterpart, <i>Law Books in Print</i> (see ARBA 89, entry 494). It lists approximately 20,000 law-related English-language titles published in the United Kingdom, Western Europe, and all past and present countries of the British Commonwealth. The first volume is a combined alphabetical list by main author and title. The typical record includes title, author, edition, publisher, series title, pagination, ISBN or ISSN, and price. Many entries also include a brief annotation drawn from publishers' promotional materials. Secondary authors are also indexed, followed by the book's title.

In the second volume the titles are listed under 2,000 subject headings adapted from those used by the Library of Congress. The headings, which emphasize subjects with international significance, are further broken down by country. Many titles are indexed under more than one subject heading. A separate section lists publishers' names, addresses, and telephone and fax numbers.

Compiled and edited by British law librarians, <i>International Legal Books in Print</i> is an important contribution to legal bibliography. Although not truly international in scope, it is destined to be an invaluable resource for law librarians throughout the English-speaking world. [R: LAR, Apr 91, p. 234]

—James S. Heller